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Abstract— Huge amounts of network traces can be collected
from today’s busy computer networks. Analyzing these
traces could pave the way to detect unusual conditions
and/or other anomalies. Presently, due to the lack of effective
substantiating mechanisms intrusion detection systems often
exhibit numerous false positives or negatives. The efficiency
of a network intrusion detection system (NIDS) depends
very much on detecting and effectively validating the detected anomalies. Furthermore, most NIDSs do not have
proven mechanisms that will easily accommodate legitimate
dynamic changes. Achieving dynamic adaptation in real
time has been a long standing desire for effective intrusion
detection and prevention. Real time detection of outliers is a
feasible option to substantiate anomalies in large data sets,
leading to effective intrusion detection and prevention. In
this context we propose and investigate a novel mechanism
to detect intruders and to classify security threats using
group outliers. Our system monitors for timing and/or
behavioral anomalies and uses outlier based techniques
to substantiate the anomaly. In this paper we introduce
the concept of Group Outlier Score (GOS) and its use in
substantiating security threats in wireless networks. We have
tested the concept on our experimental wireless networking
environment. The analysis of the results reveals that with
a threshold value of 1.2 for GOS our system demonstrates
optimum performance.

as distance based [1], [2], depth-based [3], clustering [4],
density-based [5] or discovery-driven [6].
In the context of wireless networks, the behavior of
wireless hosts may often change due to the nature of wireless environment, mobility of the user and the variations
in user requirements. As shown in Figure 1 anomaly filters
detect anomalies that are often outside the theoretical
or practical behavior region of a protocol. Anomalies
outside the theoretical and/or practical behavior regions
are common and are usually easy to detect and substantiate [7]. On the other hand, anomalies within the
theoretical or practical behavior regions are rare and lead
to false negative reporting. Detecting these anomalies is
challenging and requires analyzing the protocol behavior
from different perspectives. Our proposed system substatiates such anomalies by analyzing it from different
view points. A wireless host which behaves normally
from one view point may behave differently from another
view point. Hence, the challenge is to differentiate the
legitimate changes of the wireless host from potential
security threats.

Index Terms— Security, Outlier Detection, Intrusion Detection, Wireless Networks.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Due to continuing advances in communication technology, the use of computer networks has progressed
exponentially. More and more hosts are connecting to
wired or wireless computer networks resulting in large
amounts of data being collected for network security
related analysis. To get the most out of this data, effective
analysis methods are required to extract non-trivial, valid,
and useful information. Considerable research work has
been carried out towards improving knowledge discovery
in databases (KDD) in order to meet these demands.
In several applications, such as network intrusion detection, sensor networks, stock market analysis, health
monitoring systems, etc., the problem of detecting rare
events, abnormal behavior, and exceptions is very important. Methods for finding such outliers in large data
sets are drawing increasing attention of researchers. The
leading approaches to outlier detection can be classified
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Figure 1. Attacks Not Detected By Anomaly Filter

In this paper we discuss the possible use of assorted
data views for substantiating the legitimacy of security
threats in wireless computer networks. Our proposed
method which tries to differentiate between legitimate
and illegitimate events in the network environment is
developed using outlier based data association techniques.
The main features of our approach are:
• We build a repository of network traces on a Beowulf
cluster as a partial data cube compared to methods
which consider building and manipulating the entire
data cube.
• We update aggregates in real time as opposed to
methods which calculate summary values during

fixed time intervals.
We substantiate the legitimacy of abnormal conditions using GOS and use different characteristics of
the network to accurately classify security threats.
• We rebuild only selected views of the data cube to
accommodate changes to the network environment
rather than rebuilding the full cube.
Our experiments demonstrates online real time manipulation of multidimensional data sets represented as a
partial data cube suitable for applications that requires
real time response.
Using partial data cubes for fast querying and populating the aggregate values in real time makes our
detection system viable and reliable for a range of critical
applications. Our outlier detection algorithm makes at
most three drill-down queries on the partial data cube to
substantiate the legitimacy of the security threats. Thus,
our method demonstrates online real time manipulation
of multidimensional data sets represented as a partial
data cube suitable for applications that requires real time
response. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first
work to successfully use group outliers for substantiating
abnormal conditions in computer networks.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section II we
give a brief overview of related work on using data
mining for intrusion detection and outlier detection. The
concept of partial data cube construction with some
basic observations and properties are presented in Section
III. In Section IV we define uncertainty and develop
mathematical expressions for substantiating anomalies.
The experimental results are presented in Section V and
analyzed in Section VI. Finally, Section VII concludes the
paper.
•

II. R ELATED W ORK
The recent development in data mining has made
available a wide variety of algorithms, drawn from the
fields of statistics, pattern recognition, machine learning
and database for the purpose of detecting irregularities in
data sets. Storing of large amounts of network traces, and
analyzing them in real time has distinguished data mining
as a promising mechanism to incorporate for intrusion
detection [8]–[10].
Most data mining based intrusion detection systems
detect unusual events or anomalous behavior in networks
effectively. However, the major issue is the validation
of the detected illegitimate events. Almost all of the
work found in the literature present techniques to detect
abnormal or rare events in networks. However, having
found an anomalous or rare event how do we classify it
as legitimate or illegitimate is the major challenge yet
to be addressed. In this view, discovery of outliers to
extract a few data objects with abnormal behavior patterns, which are more interesting than common patterns
in some cases, can be of practical significance in intrusion
detection systems, credit fraud detection, etc. Hence, we
are using outlier mining techniques to address the problem
of validating the legitimacy of abnormal conditions.

Much of the work in outlier detection has been approached from a statistical point of view and is primarily
concerned with one or very few attributes. However,
because the network data has many dimensions, the use
of clustering for anomaly detection has been investigated. Clustering is an unsupervised machine learning
technique for finding patterns in unlabeled data with many
dimensions. K-means clustering is used to find natural
groupings of similar alarm records. Records that are far
from any of these clusters indicate unusual activity that
may be part of a new attack [11].
Several methods for detecting outliers in multivariate
data without apriori assumption of the distribution have
been proposed. Knorr and Ng [1] proposed the distancebased approach where an object in a data set P is a
distance-based outlier if at least a fraction b of the objects
in P is further than r from it. This outlier definition
is based on a single, global criterion determined by the
parameters r and b. However, this can lead to problems
when the data set has both dense and sparse regions.
The depth-based approach computes different layers of
k-d convex hulls [3]. Objects in the outer layer are detected as outliers. However, it is a well-known fact that the
algorithms employed suffer from the dimensionality curse
and cannot cope with large k. In the case of clustering,
many algorithms detect outliers as by-products [4]. Their
main objective is clustering; hence they are not optimized
for outlier detection. Furthermore, in most cases, the
outlier definition or detection criteria are implicit and
cannot easily be inferred from the clustering procedures.
The density-based approach proposed by Breunig, et
al. [5] relies on the Local Outlier Factor (LOF) of each
object, which depends on the local density of its neighborhood. The neighborhood is defined by the distance to the
MinPts-th nearest neighbor. In typical use, objects with a
high LOF are flagged as outliers. Jin, et al. [12] proposed
an algorithm to efficiently discover top-n outliers using
clusters, for a particular value of MinPts. LOF does not
suffer from the local density problem. However, selecting
MinPts is non-trivial. In order to detect outlying clusters,
MinPts has to be as large as the size of these clusters, and
computation cost is directly related to MinPts. Furthermore, the method exhibits some unexpected sensitivity
on the choice of MinPts. Aggarwal et al. [13] claim that
both distance-based and local outliers do not work well
for high dimensional dataset since the data are sparse, and
outliers should be defined in sub-space projections. They
proposed an evolutionary algorithm to find the outliers.
All of the above outlier detection methods are based
on individual outliers, and the association of outliers has
not been considered. In contrast, the “discovery-driven”
method proposed by Sarawagi, et al. [6] aims at finding
exceptions in data cube cells. In this method of data
exploration an analyst’s search for anomalies is guided by
pre-computed indicators of exceptions at various levels of
detail in a data cube. They define a cell as an exception
if the aggregate of the cell differs significantly from its
anticipated value. The anticipated value is calculated by

a formula and they suggest an additive or multiplicative
form. They also give a formula to estimate the standard
deviation. When the difference between the cell value and
its anticipated value is greater than 2.5 standard deviation,
the cell is considered an exception.
Similar to this work, Lin and Brown [14], [15] also
focus on OLAP cube cells in their analysis. They define a
function on OLAP cube cells to measure the extremeness
of the OLAP cell, which is called the outlier score. Instead
of defining outlier for individual record, they consider
to build the outlier measure for a group of data points.
These data points are “similar” on some attributes and are
“different” on other attributes. If these common characteristics are quite “unusual”, or in other words, they are
“outliers”, these data points are well separated from other
points. Hence, they claim that this “weird” characteristics
strongly suggest that these data points are generated by
a particular mechanism, and could be associated. This
method combines both outlier detection in data mining
and concepts of OLAP. They also describe a real world
example.
Although both the above methods focus on detecting
exceptions, they have not considered using it for substantiating the exceptions for real time decision making.
Further, for real time operations which requires very fast
responses as in security or health related applications the
use of OLAP cubes are yet to be investigated. Moreover,
maintaining large data sets and updating them in real time
may be intricate and impractical.
In this view our outlier detection technique includes
several novel features. Firstly, our data repository is built
as a partial data cube, because in our case we don’t
have to materialize all of the views. Further, we update
the data cube on-the-fly enabling a continuous learning
strategy. Finally, when it becomes necessary to rebuild
the partial data cube we re-construct only those views
that needs to be updated. Materializing selected views and
using surrogate views for querying the data cube offer
the query performance necessary for applications such
as network intrusion prevention and health monitoring
systems, which require real time response [16]. Moreover,
many applications demand substantiating the legitimacy
of events in real time. In this respect the use of group
outliers enables us to substantiate the legitimacy of events
from different view points. This feature will be vital in
network intrusion detection systems and the like to reduce
the number of false alarms. In the next section we briefly
discuss wireless networks and the association process.
III. T HE DATA C UBE
A popular model for On-line Analytical Processing
(OLAP) applications is the multidimensional database
also known as the data cube [17]. A data cube consists of
two kinds of attributes: dimensions and measures. The set
of dimensions may consist of elements like IP addresses,
port addresses, event identities etc. that together form a
key. Measures are typically numeric elements like packet
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Figure 2. Data Cube Views
TABLE I.
DATA C UBE ATTRIBUTES
Reference
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
-

Attribute
Source ID
Destination ID
Event ID
Time of Day
Channel ID
Protocol ID
Cipher ID
Event count
GOS

Type
Dimension
Dimension
Dimension
Dimension
Dimension
Dimension
Dimension
Measure
Measure

size, duration etc. Data cube queries represent an important class of OLAP queries in decision support systems.
The pre-computation of the different views of a data cube
(i.e., the forming of aggregates for every combination
of GROUP BY attributes) is critical to improving the
response time of the queries [18]. However, in many cases
not all views are needed for decision making, therefore it
is advantageous to use only selected views. Such cubes
with only selected views are referred to as partial data
cubes [19].
Figure 2 shows a data cube with thirty two views made
up of five attributes. In an actual application although the
number of attributes can be many, the required number of
views may be very few depending on the requirements.
For example, if we assume that attribute “A” and “B”
represent the identities of APs and STAs respectively,
then for data association analysis between the APs and
STAs we will consider only those views that consists
of attributes “A” and “B”, i.e. views “ABCE”, “ABCF”,
“ABEF”, “ABC”, “ABE”, “ABF” and “AB”. Furthermore,
in some cases we may also need to establish associations
with child views to further strengthen our validation (see
views connected by bold lines in Figure 2). In this manner,
for intrusion detection and classification purposes, we selected the appropriate attributes and views bearing in mind
the various security threats on the wireless networking
environment.
Table I presents the list of attributes that are stored in
the data cube for our analysis. Since we are concerned
with wireless traces during RSNA [20], we store only
those attributes that are necessary for this purpose. In
this respect the identities (Source and Destination IDs) of
the two communicating hosts, the current message (event)
passed, the time during the message is passed, the channel

TABLE II.
S ELECTED V IEWS
ABCDFG
ABDFG
ADE
AE
BCEFG
ABDEF
ABC
ABCEFG
AG
ADEF
BDE
ADEG
ACDFG

BCDFG
AF
BCFG
ACDEFG
AB
ABCE
BE
BEG
ABD
ABDG
BG
A
ABCD

ABCFG
BF
AC
ACD
BDEF
ADG
ABCDEFG
BD
BCE
ABDF
BCDEFG
BCDE

BDF
BEF
ABEF
ABEG
ACEFG
ACDE
AEF
ADF
AEG
ABG
ABE
BCD

BDFG
ABDE
ACE
BDG
ABF
BDEG
ABDEG
AD
BC
ACFG
ABCDE
B

TABLE III.
V IEWS A SSOCIATED W ITH S ECURITY T HREATS
No.
1

Threat
Replay
attack
Masquerading
and Malicious AP

Attributes
ABCD, ABC, ABD, BCD, ACD,
ABCF, ABF, ACF, BCF
BCFG, BCF, BCG, BFG, CFG
ACFG, ACF, ACG, AFG

3

Session Hijack

4

Man-In-The-Middle
(MitM)
Denial of Service
(DoS)

ABCE, ABC, ABE, BCE, ACE
ABCF, ABF, ACF, BCF
same as above

2

5

ABCD, ABC, AB

on which the message is passed, the protocol used and the
cipher used are stored in the data cube.
The attribute “Event ID” can take values 0 to 56,
representing the 57 different messages exchanged during
an RSNA [21]–[24]. The attribute Time of Day represents
one of twenty four time periods during the day. It starts
from value 0 (for time period midnight - 1.00 am) and
continues up to value 23 (for time period 11.00 pm midnight). Channel ID is from 1 to 11 for IEEE 802.11b/g
networks and 36 to 161 (36, 40, 44, 48, 52, 56, 60,
64, 149, 153, 157, 161) for IEEE 802.11a networks.
Protocol ID ranges from 0 to 5, representing the six
protocols; IEEE802.11, EAP, TLS, PEAP, LEAP and
EAPOL considered in our study. The Cipher ID is 0 for
AES/CCMP, 1 for TKIP and 2 for WEP. In addition to
these attributes we can also store information related to
the network identities and traffic related information if
desired. The examples considered in our study are mainly
focusing on wireless networks that adopt IEEE 802.11i
security mechanism.
A. Data Views Vs Security Threats
Having decided on the attributes, next, we established
the views that are necessary to substantiate the security
threats. Table II shows all of the views considered in
our analysis. As mentioned earlier, almost all of the
views selected include either or both attributes A and B.
Using these views we can query the data cube on any
of the associations related to access points and/or hosts.
However, since we are interested in substantiating security
threats it is important to establish a relationship between
these views and security threats.
Table III shows the relationship between data cube
views and some common security threats. This table

was established considering each threat and identifying
the attributes that are associated with the threat. Having
identified the attributes we then categorized the views that
are vital for substantiating the security threat. For example
in the case of Threat 1 - Replay Attack, we need to track
the source and destination of every message in addition
to the event identity. A replay attack is a form of network
attack in which a valid data transmission is maliciously or
fraudulently repeated or delayed. This is carried out either
by the originator or by an adversary who intercepts the
data and retransmits it, possibly as part of a masquerade
attack by IP packet substitution (such as stream cipher
attack). Hence, attributes A, B and C are important to
analyze this type of attack. However, attributes D (Time
of Day) would be useful in the case of a delayed attack.
Similarly, attribute F (Protocol ID) is also useful since the
adversary may replay the packet on a different protocol
as part of a masquerade attack. Therefore, to substantiate
this threat we consider all views that are associated with
these attributes.
In the case of Threat 2 - Masquerading and Malicious
AP, an adversary uses a legitimate hosts’ identity to masquerade as a legitimate host. Here, we consider attributes
B (Destination ID) and C (Event ID), since we need
to track messages directed towards the Malicious host.
For this type of threats attributes F (Protocol ID) and
G (Cipher ID) are also significant since the masquerader
may want to force a legitimate host to downgrade its capabilities in order to secure access. Hence, views BCFG,
BCF and BCG will be important. The same attributes
can be monitored with the source host as well. Therefore
views ACFG, ACF and ACG will also be useful to
substantiate this attack.
Threat 3 - Session Hijack is a more advanced attack,
where the association between a legitimate station and the
access point is hijacked by an illegitimate user. In this case
the illegitimate user will force a channel change with the
access point/station and masquerade as a legitimate access
point/station. Hence, in this kind of a threat we need to
track the source, destination, event, channel and protocol
of the messages exchanged. By tracking the protocol we
establish whether the illegitimate session establishes a
different kind of association. Therefore, for this type of
a threat, views associated with attributes A, B, C, E and
F are are considered. As for the readers interest all views
associated with these attributes are shown with bold lines
in Figure 2.
Threat 4 - Man-In-The-Middle attack is not very much
significant in the context of effective confidentiality measures. However, if a MitM attack turns into a session
hijack attack then our detection mechanism can be of
use. Hence, we can make use of the same attributes
as for session hijack attack. Furthermore, if a MitM is
actively participating in the communication between the
two legitimate hosts, then a timing anomaly detector will
be able to detect some form of timing anomaly. But, it
will again be the intrusion prevention module that will
have to substantiate the anomaly.

For Threat 5 - Denial-of-Service attack we consider
the events associated with the source and the destination.
Hence, attributes A, B and C will be considered to
substantiate this attack.
The rationale for using data cubes is (i) we can readily
utilize the advantages of OLAP, such as systematic storage of historical data and fast querying (ii) by linking
the threat to the data cube views we can provide a
classification about the type of threat and the possible
solutions and (iii) the scaling of the entire system to meet
the ever growing needs of a computer network.
IV. O UTLIER D ETECTION
In statistics, an outlier is a single observation “far
away” from the rest of the data. Often statistics derived
from data sets that include outliers are misleading. For
example, if we are calculating the average temperature of
some objects in a room, and most are between 20−25o C,
but an oven is at 350o C, the median of the data may
be 23 and the average temperature may be 55. In this
case, the median is more likely to reflect the temperature
of a randomly sampled object than the mean. Therefore,
outliers may be indicative of data points that belong to
a different population than the rest of the sample set. In
this view, outliers can be of significant use in intrusion
detection applications for detecting abnormal conditions.
Hence, before we explore the use of outliers for intrusion
detection, we formally define the concepts and notations
used in the rest of the paper.
A. Axioms
In this section we formally define the concepts and
notations used in the rest of this paper.
A1 , A2 , . . . , Am are the m attributes we consider
in our study, and D1 , D2 , . . . , Dm are their domains
respectively. Let z (i) be the ith incident, and z (i) .Aj
be the value of the jth attribute of incident i. z (i) can
(i) (i)
(i)
be represented as z (i) = (z1 , z2 , . . . , zm ), where
(i)
zk = z (i) .Ak ∈ Dk , k ∈ {1, . . . , m}. Z is the set of all
incidents.
Definition 1. The Cell
The concept of the cell and other concepts used in this
paper are similar to the concepts used in the field of
OLAP [17], [25].
Cell c is a vector of the values of attributes with
dimension t, where t ≤ m. Therefore, a cell is a subset
of the Cartesian product of D1 × D2 × . . . × Dm . A
cell can be represented as c = (ci1 , ci2 , . . . , cit ), where
i1 , . . . , it ∈ {1, . . . , m}, and cis ∈ Dis . In order to
standardize the definition of a cell, for each Di , we add a
“wildcard” element “*”. Now we allow Di′ = Di ∪ {∗}.
For cell c = (ci1 , ci2 , . . . , cit ), we can represent it as
c = (c1 , c2 , . . . , cm ), where cj ∈ Dj′ , and cj = ∗ if and
only if j ∈
/ {i1 , i2 , . . . , it }. cj = ∗ means that we do
not care about the value on the jth attribute. C denotes

the set of all cells. Since each incident can also be
treated as a cell, we define a function Cell : Z → C. if
z = (z1 , z2 , . . . , zm ), Cell(z) = (z1 , z2 , . . . , zm ).
Definition 2. Contains
Cell c = (ci1 , ci2 , . . . , cit ) contains incident z if and
only if z.Aj = cj , j ∈ {i1 , . . . , it }. With the “wildcard”
element *, we can also say that cell c = (c1 , c2 , . . . , cm )
contains incident z if and only if z.Aj = cj or cj = ∗,
j = 1, 2, . . . , m. We also say cell c′ = (c′1 , c′2 , . . . , c′m )
contains cell c = (c1 , c2 , . . . , cm ) if and only if c′j = cj
or c′j = ∗, j = 1, 2, . . . , m.
Definition 3. Cell contents
We define function content as content(c) : C → 2Z ,
which returns all the incidents that cell c contains.
content(c) = {z|cell c contains z}.
Definition 4. Count
Function count is defined in a natural way over the nonnegative integers. count(c) is the number of incidents
that cell c contains. count(c) = |content(c)|.
Definition 5. Parent Cell
Cell c′ = (c′1 , c′2 , . . . , c′m ) is the parent cell of cell c on
the kth attribute when c′k = ∗ and c′j = cj , for j 6= k.
Function parent(c, k) returns parent cell of cell c on
the kth attribute.
Definition 6. Neighborhood
P is called the neighborhood of cell c on the kth
attribute when P is a set of cells that takes the same
values as cell c in all attributes but k, and does not
take the wildcard value ∗ on the kth attribute, i.e.,
(i)
(j)
P = {c(1) , c(2) , . . . , c(|P |) } where cl = cl for all
(i)
l 6= k, and ck 6= ∗ for all i = 1, 2, . . . , |P |. Function
neighbor(c, k) returns the neighborhood of cell c on
attribute k. Neighborhood can also be defined in another
way: the neighborhood of cell c on attribute k is a set of
all cells whose parent on the kth attribute are same as
cell c.
The above six definitions are obtained directly from the
OLAP area with some changes to the words used as
discussed in [14]. Having introduced a common set of
notations for the data cube terminology, we now derive
the necessary mathematical expressions to establish the
concept of Mutual Outliers.
Definition 7. Relative Frequency

f req(c, k) = P

count(c)
count(c′ )

(1)

c′ ∈neighbor(c,k)

We call f req(c, k) given by Equation (1) as
relativef requency of cell c with respect to attribute k.
The relative frequency can also be defined as:
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Definition 8. Uncertainty Function
Next, we define function U to measure the uncertainty
of a neighborhood. This uncertainty measure is
defined in terms of the relative frequencies of the
neighborhood. If we use P = {c(1) , c(2) , . . . , c(|P |) } to
denote the neighborhood of cell c on attribute k, then
U : R|P | → R+ , where

(1)
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Figure 3. The Experimental Setup

(|P |)

U is symmetric for all cells c , c , . . . , c
. U takes
a smaller value if the “uncertainty” in the neighborhood is
low. One candidate uncertainty function thatPsatisfies the
above properties is the entropy: H(X) = − pi log(pi ).
Now, we have U (c, k) = H(c, k), where

3) G(c(1) , k) ≥ G(c(2) , k) always holds
if ∃k, c(2) = parent(c(1) , k).
From the above declarations it could be deduced that
in an ideal case the GOS value of an event with no
abnormality as one. This is becuase the information
X
H(c, k) = −
f req(c′ , k) log(f req(c′ , k) (3) ensued by all normal events must be the same. Hence,
in practical situations we can categorize events with GOS
c′ ∈neighbor(c,k)
values away by a set threshold value from the ideal value
This is also the expression for entropy, conditional on the
as outliers. In the next section we describe our proposed
neighborhood. When f req = 0, we define 0. log(0) = 0,
early warning system with an example illustrating the
as in information theory.
above concept of substantiation.
The uncertainty function provides an estimate as to
how much abnormal an incident is with respect to its
neighbors. Hence, using this function we can establish
a score value to determine the extent to which an
anomaly has occurred. We name this score value as
the group outlier score and we define it in the next section.

B. Group Outlier Score
Function G is used to measure the abnormality of an
incident and we define it as the Group Outlier Score
(GOS). It is the ratio between the information ensued by
an incident and that of its neighbors. The more abnormal
an incident is, the higher the value the GOS gets. Function
G is defined as:
G(c, k) = −

 log(f req(c, k)) 
H(c, k)

(4)

req(c,k))
= 0. We also
When H(c, k) = 0, we say log(fH(c,k)
verify that this function satisfies the following properties:
1) If c(1) and c(2) are two one dimension cells,
and both of them take non-* values on the
same attribute, then G(c(1) , k) ≥ G(c(2) , k), iff
count(c(1) ≤ count(c(2)).
2) Assume that c(1) and c(2) are two one-dimension
cells, and they take non-* values on two different
attributes, say i and j respectively. If f req(c(1) ) =
f req(c(2) ), then
G(c(1) , i) ≥ G(c(2) , j) holds iff H(c(1) , i) ≤
H(c(2) , j).

V. E XPERIMENTS A ND R ESULTS
Our experimental setup (Figure 3) consists of a small
Beowulf cluster and several 802.11i enabled APs. The
APs are configured to communicate with IEEE 802.11i
enabled STAs. The Beowulf cluster has four nodes including the head node. The head node is a Pentium 4 machine
with 1GB internal memory and 120GB secondary storage.
The back nodes are Pentium 4 machines with 1GB
internal memory and 40GB secondary storage. The head
node includes a Dlink AG530 wireless adapter configured
to capture wireless network traffic in promiscuous mode.
The captured packets are passed to the event engine for
further processing. The head node also runs the RADIUS
server software and acts as an authentication server for the
access points. Our present setup has only one monitoring
device. However, in a distributed system there will be
a number of monitors talking to the central intrusion
prevention module. Thus our system could be easily
enhanced to handle a distributed environment.
Table IV lists a sample of the raw wireless network
traces captured from our experimental setup. In these
traces STA1 represents the MAC address of a wireless
station and AP1 represents the MAC address of an access
point. Since our aim is to investigate anomalies during the
RSNA we concentrate only on the management frames.
The above traces relate to the RSNA between STA1 and
AP1 with EAP-TLS authentication.
In our EWS, when timing and/or behavioral anomalies
are detected, it is vital to verify the legitimacy of such
anomalies. The intrusion prevention module plays a major role by validating and substantiating the anomalies

TABLE IV.
RSNA E VENTS
1 16.51404: ST A1− > AP 1 Association Request
2 16.51458: AP 1− > ST A1 Association Response
3 16.51508: AP 1− > ST A1 EAP Request, Identity
4 16.51628: ST A1− > AP 1 EAP Response, Identity
5 16.53508: AP 1− > ST A1 EAP Request, PEAP
6 16.53588: ST A1− > AP 1 EAP Response, Nak
7 16.56430: AP 1− > ST A1 EAP Request, EAP-TLS
8 16.56894: ST A1− > AP 1 TLS Client Hello
9 16.59350: AP 1− > ST A1 EAP Request, EAP-TLS
10 16.59435: ST A1− > AP 1 EAP Response, EAP-TLS
11 16.63310: AP 1− > ST A1 TLS Server Hello ..
12 16.66166: ST A1− > AP 1 EAP Response, EAP-TLS
13 16.67270: AP 1− > ST A1 EAP Request, EAP-TLS
14 16.67609: ST A1− > AP 1 TLS Certificate ..
15 16.69887: AP 1− > ST A1 TLS Change Cipher ..
16 16.70020: ST A1− > AP 1 EAP Response, EAP-TLS
17 16.70363: AP 1− > ST A1 EAP Success

detected by the previous modules. In this context we
present the results obtained from analyzing the wireless
traces captured during RSNAs between a number of
stations and access point in our experimental wireless
networking environment. Firstly, we collected about ten
million wireless traces (over a period of one week) from
a controlled environment to build the initial data cube.
A special capturing tool was developed for this purpose
[26]. The traces were converted with suitable mappings
to suit the requirements of the data cube algorithms [27].
Once the captured traces are converted using a parsing
program, we build the data cube with the attributes listed
in Table I. The average time taken to build the data
cube was 1.32 seconds. The time taken for indexing the
data cube was arround 1.51 seconds in average. With a
dimension of seven we get 128 different views of the
captured traces. However, we built the data cube with
only those selected views (Table II) necessary to process
our queries. For example, consider the following data
associations needed for analyzing network anomalies
between stations and access points.
Source ID, Destination ID, Event ID
Source ID, Event ID, Protocol ID
Destination ID, Event ID, Protocol ID
Source ID, Destination ID
Source ID, Event ID
Destination ID, Event ID
As discussed in Section IV, In order to process these
queries we require only ABC, ACF, BCF, AB, AC and
BC views. However, depending on the anticipated security
threats we may need to analyze more number of views.
Next, we establish the GOS under normal conditions.
A. Normal Conditions
Before exploring the application of GOS in substantiating abnormal events within associated group of events,
we analyze the GOS values under normal conditions to
establish threshold values. For this purpose we first analyze the GOS values for EAP-TLS events under normal
conditions.

TABLE V.
GOS FOR EAP-TLS E VENTS U NDER N ORMAL O PERATION
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
11
12
13
14
16
17
18
19

Src. ID
128
140
140
128
140
128
128
140
128
140
128
140
128
140
128
140
128
128
140
128

Dest. ID
140
128
128
140
128
140
140
128
140
128
140
128
140
128
140
128
140
249
128
140

Event ID
0
0
1
1
3
4
6
7
9
10
23
24
42
43
44
45
47
49
50
51

Count
126
125
134
131
138
137
129
137
141
132
143
100
121
140
134
135
137
127
121
127

GOS
1.07
1.07
1.05
1.05
1.04
1.04
1.06
1.04
1.03
1.05
1.03
1.14
1.08
1.03
1.05
1.04
1.04
1.06
1.08
1.06

In order to establish the GOS values under normal
conditions we used the initial data collected from the
controlled environment. Table V show the GOS values
obtained for EAP-TLS events under normal conditions.
Here, the count values show the number of events captured during the test period. The GOS values in the table
are calculated using Equation 4. In order to calculate the
GOS we need to know the relative frequency (Equation
2) of the event and its uncertainty value (Equation 3).
For example if we consider event 43 in Table V it has a
count of 140. To calculate the relative frequency we need
to make a second query to find the parent count, which
in this case was 2615. Then the GOS value is calculated
as follows:
Using Equation 2
f req(c, k)
log(f req(c, k))

=
=

140/2615
−1.271

Using Equation 3
H(c, k)

=

−

=

1.232

X

f req(c′ , k) log(f req(c′ , k)

c′ ∈neighbor(c,k)

Using Equation 4
 log(f req(c, k)) 

G(c, k)

=

−

Hence, G(c, k)

=

−

=

1.03

H(c, k)
 −1.271 
1.232

Having calculated the GOS values, it is essential to
establish a viable threshold for effective substantiation of
anomalies. In order to do this we used the GOS values
where the number event count is the lowest. It could be
noticed from the table that the GOS values increase as

the event count decrease. When the event count decreases
with reference to other associated events it means the
event is deviating from its normal behavior.
TABLE VI.
GOS T HRESHOLD VALUE
Authentication
EAP-TLS

Max GOS
1.14

Threshold GOS
1.20

From table V the maximum GOS values for EAP-TLS
authentication scheme is 1.14. However, since we must
also accommodate legitimate reduction in count which
may arise due to the inherent nature of the wireless
environment, we use the maximum GOS value with a
tolerance of 5% to fix the threshold value. Table VI
shows the threshold value thus derived for EAP-TLS
authentication scheme.
B. Replay Attack
The query results shown in Table VII were obtained
using view ABCD. Here attributes A, B, C and D
represent ”Src. ID”, ”Dest. ID”, ”Event ID” and “Time
of Day” respectively. In this query attribute D has the
value of 11 (11am to 12noon). The query result shows
the number of events associated with a particular station
during a particular time period. Here Source/Dest ID 247
refers to station STA3 and Source/Dest ID 128 refers
to access point AP1. Event IDs ranging from 3 to 51
refers to various events, such as 3 representing “Association Request”, 4 representing “Association Response”,
6 representing “EAP Request Identity 1” etc. Table VIII
shows two abnormal events captured during a different
time period (16). From this table it is evident that station
STA3 is issuing some superfluous messages without any
prerequisites. In such a scenario if we consider only view
ABCE, provided there are no other messages passed on
other channels, we will have an accumulated count of 43
for event with ID 7, and 31 for event with ID 43 as shown
in Table IX.
With reference to the GOS values in Table IX, if we
set a threshold value of 1.14 (as discussed above) to
detect rare events, our system will report both events
as normal on view ABCE and one event as abnormal
on view ABCD. Since events with ID 7 and 43 do not
have any other associations during this time period we
can substantiate this as an anomaly and categorize it as
a Replay Attack because of view ABCD (Section IV).
In another similar experiment we considered a different
incident involving view ABCE, triggered due to a behavioral anomaly. Table X shows the query results obtained
using view ABCE on channel 11 for station STA4. In this
scenario we can see two events (with ID’s 9 & 10) having
a very low count. The GOS value for those two events
worked out to be 2.53, revealing them as rare events.
Thus we substantiate those two incidents as anomalies
and categorize it as a Replay Attack because of views
ABCE and ABCD.
To further illustrate the effectiveness of our substantiation mechanism we present the GOS values of the

TABLE VII.
RSNA E VENTS ON STA3
Seq. No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Src. ID
247
128
128
247
128
247
128
247
128
247
128
247
128
247
128
247
128

Dest. ID
128
247
247
128
247
128
247
128
247
128
247
128
247
128
247
128
247

Event ID
3
4
6
7
20
21
40
41
42
43
44
45
47
48
49
50
51

Count
34
36
32
41
36
41
36
36
33
32
33
38
35
28
32
39
41

TABLE VIII.
A BNORMAL RSNA E VENTS ON STA3
Seq. No.
4
10

Src. ID
247
247

Dest. ID
128
128

Event ID
7
43

Count
2
1

TABLE IX.
GOS FROM DIFFERENT V IEWS
View
ABCE
ABCE
ABCD
ABCD

Event ID
7
43
7
43

count
43
33
2
1

GOS
1.03
1.01
1.11
4.06

TABLE X.
RSNA E VENTS ON STA4
Seq. No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Src. ID
249
128
128
249
128
249
128
249
128
249
128
249
128
249
128
249
128
249
128

Dest. ID
128
247
249
128
249
128
249
128
249
128
249
128
249
128
249
128
249
128
249

Event ID
3
4
6
7
9
10
20
21
40
41
42
43
44
45
47
48
49
50
51

Count
17
62
33
64
2
2
38
39
35
37
45
62
46
39
39
38
35
44
40

various incidents associated with the different stations in
a single representation. Figure 4 shows the GOS values
of RSNA events during an EAP-TLS authentication for
stations STA2, STA3 and STA4. The GOS values of all
events for station STA2 are in the range of 1.0 to 1.14,
and therefore we consider it as normal. Whereas, station
ST3 has two events with high GOS values. These are
the two events with ID 7 and 43 (in Figure 4 events 5
and 11), which are usually present during a regular EAPTLS authentication process. However, in this case these
two events have been captured in isolation without the
other relevant messages. Hence when we calculate their
GOS values on view ABCD, they appear to be high and

TABLE XI.
M ALICIOUS A SSOCIATION

2.00
1.80

No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

GOS

1.60
STA2
STA3
STA4

1.40
1.20
1.00
0.80
1

3

5

7

9

11

13

15

17

19

Events

Figure 4. Normal and Abnormal RSNA Events

As discussed in Section IV, attackers can perform malicious associations with a legitimate wireless host during
the discovery phase. This can be done by masquerading
as a legitimate host and providing wrong credentials to
the the access point. This is done by providing invalid
RSN IE information in the “Association Request” message. Having received the wrong credentials, the access
point will ignore the legitimate host assuming it as RSN
incapable. Thereafter, the intruder host can masquerade as
the legitimate access point and continue the association
with the legitimate host.
The query results shown in Table XI were obtained
using view ABCF. Here attributes A, B, C and F represent
”Src. ID”, ”Dest. ID”, ”Event ID” and “Protocol ID”
respectively. The query result shows the number of events
associated with a particular station during EAP-LEAP
authentication process. Here Source/Dest ID 247 refers
to station STA3 and Source/Dest ID 128 refers to access
point AP1. Event IDs ranging from 0 to 21 refers to the
various EAP-LEAP events as listed in Table XII, such
as 3 representing “Association Request”, 4 representing
“Association Response”, 6 representing “EAP Request
Identity 1” and so on.

Dest. ID
247
128
247
128
128
247
247
128
247
128
247
128
247
247
128

Event ID
0
0
1
2
3
4
6
7
11
12
13
14
18
20
21

Count
14
13
14
15
31
13
14
14
15
14
13
16
14
13
15

TABLE XII.
EAP-LEAP E VENTS D URING N ORMAL B EHAVIOR

therefore we categorized it as due to a Replay Attack.
Similarly, station STA4 also has two events with high
GOS values. Events with ID’s 9 and 10 (in Figure 4
events 6 and 7) are considered abnormal because these
two events do not match the normal behavior of station
STA4 during an EAP-TLS authentication process. The
GOS values of these two events on view ABCE are also
high. Hence, with a threshold value of 1.2 we categorize
those events as abnormal.
Above, we have illustrated some experiments showing
the use of GOS values for detecting rare events and
grouping events based on their remoteness. Detecting
rare events in the wireless environment could be useful
in identifying any unusual messages passed between the
wireless hosts that may eventually lead to an impending
security breach. In the case of an impending security
threat it would be appropriate to categorize the threat so
that relevant warning alarms could be raised.

ID
0
0
3
4
6
7
20
21
11
12
13
14
18
52
52
52
52

Event
OPEN AUTHENTICATION
OPEN AUTHENTICATION
OPEN ASSOCIATION REQUEST
OPEN ASSOCIATION RESPONSE
EAP REQUEST 1 (IDENTITY)
EAP RESPONSE 1 (IDENTITY)
EAP REQUEST 2 (PEAP)
EAP RESPONSE 2 (NAK)
EAP REQUEST 3 (LEAP)
EAP RESPONSE 3 (LEAP)
EAP SUCCESS
EAP REQUEST 4 (LEAP)
EAP RESPONSE 4 (LEAP)
EAPOL KEY
EAPOL KEY
EAPOL KEY
EAPOL KEY

1.20
1.15
1.10
1.05
GOS

C. Malicious Association

Src. ID
128
247
128
247
247
128
128
247
128
247
128
247
128
128
247

1.00

Normal
MalAssn

0.95
0.90
0.85
0.80
0.75
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9 10 11 12 13 14 15

Events

Figure 5. GOS for Malicious Association

The events and their corresponding counts listed in
Table XI were obtained during a malicious association
attack. According to the table, event number 3 has almost
double the number of count compared with the other
events. This is due to the “Association Request” message
sent by the intruder and the legitimate host. Event 3 “Association Request” has a count of thirty one compared
to the thirteen “EAP Success” messages (Event 13).
Figure 5 shows the effect of GOS values in this type
of attack. As in the figure, except for event 5 rest of the
events are within the allowable range for GOS. However,
in this case since the abnormal event has higher count
than the normal events the GOS value for the abnormal
event assumes a value less than 1.00. In the next example

TABLE XIII.
GOS VALUES D URING A S ESSION H IJACK
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
16
17
18
19

Src. ID
249
128
128
249
128
249
128
249
128
249
128
249
128
249
128
128
249
128
249
128

Dest. ID
128
247
249
128
249
128
249
128
249
128
249
128
249
128
249
249
128
249
128
249

Event ID
3
4
6
7
9
10
20
21
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51

TABLE XIV.
GOS VALUES FROM A D IFFERENT V IEW

GOS
1.05
1.04
1.05
1.06
1.07
1.06
1.03
1.03
1.05
1.05
1.03
1.04
1.05
1.08
1.24
1.06
1.03
1.06
1.04
1.05

No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
16
17
18
19

Src. ID
249
128
128
249
128
249
128
249
128
249
128
249
128
249
128
128
249
128
249
128

Dest. ID
128
247
249
128
249
128
249
128
249
128
249
128
249
128
249
249
128
249
128
249

Event ID
3
4
6
7
9
10
20
21
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51

GOS
1.08
1.08
1.09
1.10
1.08
1.09
1.08
1.09
1.08
1.09
1.08
1.10
1.09
1.10
1.24
1.24
1.24
1.24
1.24
1.24

100

D. Session Hijack
A Session Hijack is a more advanced attack, where the
association between a legitimate station and the access
point is hijacked by an illegitimate user. In this case
the illegitimate user can force a channel change with the
access point/station and masquerade as a legitimate access
point/station. Hence, in this kind of a threat we need to
track the source, destination, event, channel and protocol
of the messages exchanged. By tracking the protocol we
establish whether the illegitimate session establishes a
different kind of association. Therefore, for this type of
a threat, views associated with attributes A, B, C, E and
F are are considered. We now consider this vulnerability
and discuss how it could be mitigated using our outlier
detection technique.
Table XIII shows the GOS values for EAP-TLS events
obtained from view ABCF. Here except for event 46,
“EAP Failure”, all other events have GOS values less
than 1.2. In this scenario although the GOS value of the
“EAP Failure” event is above the threshold value, the
message itself cannot be considered abnormal because it
is a possible behavior during a EAP-TLS authentication
process. Therefore, to further verify this abnormality we
consider this scenario from a different view point. Hence,
we consider view ABCE which includes the channel ID
of the communication.
As could be seen in Table XIV the GOS values for
all events above and including event 46 are different than
that of all events less than event 46. This concludes that
this abnormal condition is due to a session hijack attack.
The intruder does a channel change with the legitimate
host with event 46 and then continues to masquerade as
a legitimate access point duping the legitimate host. The
legitimate host unknowingly associates with the intruder.

90
Detection Accuracy (%)

we discuss an attack with less number of abnormal events
than normal events.

80
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Figure 6. EWS Accuracy for Replay Attack

VI. E FFECTIVENESS OF GOS
Figure 6 shows the accuracy of EWS with and without
substantiation of EAP-TLS, PEAP and LEAP authenticated hosts during a Replay attack. Here the abnormalities
were forced with some having an effect on thewireless
hosts and the others being replications. The EWS without
substantiation raised large number of false alarms and
the EWS with substantiation demonstrated 99% accuracy
for a threshold value of 1.2. The large number of alarms
raised when substantiation was not effective was due to
the fact that the EWS was merely reporting all timing
and/or behavior anomalies. According to figure 6 all three
authentication mechanisms demonstrate high accuracy
with substantiation. Whereas, without substantiation the
accuracy of EAP-LEAP authenticated hosts are less compared to that of EAP-TLS and PEAP. Next, we establish
the relation between the threshold value and the accuracy.
Figure 7 shows the accuracy with and without substantiation of EAP-TLS, PEAP and LEAP authenticated hosts
during a DoS attack. Here again all three authentication
mechanisms demonstrate high accuracy with substantiation. However, the accuracy of EAP-LEAP authenticated
hosts is less without substantiation as in the case of replay
attack. Hence, it is evident that EAP-LEAP authentication
is even more vulnerable and comprises of many ambiguities.
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Figure 7. EWS Accuracy for DoS Attack

Detection Accuracy (%)

100
95

credit card transactions, health monitoring systems, Internet security, maritime border security, air traffic control
and the like. The wireless environment considered in this
paper is one such example where the number of anomalies and their nature vary drastically. Hence, we have
demonstrated that our validation mechanism is capable
in managing such situations successfully. Since this study
was mainly focused on establishing the effectiveness of
GOS, we have not considered comparing the anomaly
detection capabilities of GOS with other methods.
In the future work, we intend to compare our system
with similar systems to demonstrate the effectiveness of
our system. Further, we intend to use this concept in other
applications to detect both rare and frequent events that
are significant in categorizing an abnormal behavior.
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In view of analyzing the effectiveness of the substantiation mechanism for different threshold values, we
studied the performance of the EWS introducing various
types abnormalities. Figure 8 shows the accuracy of the
substantiation mechanism for different threshold values.
Accordingly, in this scenario the best value for the threshold value appears to be 1.2. However, we cannot fix the
threshold level to any particular value in practice and it
will be left to the discretion of the EWS to adaptively
choose the best possible value depending on the nature
of operation at any given time.
VII. C ONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have discussed the use of GOS values
to detect rare events and associate them to a security
threat in the wireless environment. The inspiration with
the GOS value is that it could be used to detect individual rare/frequent events and to group associated events.
Hence, it was discussed how various events could be
grouped based on the GOS values. The GOS gives a
suggestion as to which events can be grouped based on
their association. We have also shown the effectiveness
of our mechanism with and without substantiation and its
performance with different threshold values for GOS.
The main contribution of this study is the substantiation
mechanism used to validate anomalies. Although anomalies can be of several forms, detecting rare events and
grouping them based on their association is challenging.
Our concept could be applied to several fields including
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